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The Politics of Reconstruction, 1863-1867
1965

historians overwhelmingly have blamed the demise of reconstruction on
southerners persistent racism richardson argues instead that class along
with race was critical to reconstruction s end she reveals a growing
backlash from northerners against those who believed that inequalities
should be addressed through working class action and the emergence of an
american middle class that championed individual productivity and saw
african americans as a threat to their prosperity

The Politics of Reconstruction, 1863-1867
1982-06-14

democracy in the united states is under threat the trump administration
s attack on the legacy of the civil rights movement is undermining
america s claims to be a multi racial democracy this moment of peril has
worrying parallels with a previous era of american history the gains of
the reconstruction era after the civil war which saw african americans
given full democratic rights were totally reversed within a generation
there is a serious risk that the advances of the civil rights era the
second reconstruction will go the same way unless we learn from the past
and appreciate that american democracy has never been a story of linear
progress skilfully analysing the similarities and the differences
between the 1870s and the 2010s johnson outlines a political strategy
for avoiding a disastrous repetition of history in in the twilight of
the second reconstruction anyone interested in seeing the trump
presidency in wider historical context from students of race politics
and history in the us to the interested general reader will find this
book an essential and sobering guide to our past and if we re not
careful our future

The Death of Reconstruction
2009-06-30

focusing on the last two years of johnson s presidency the author
examines the power struggle between the chief executive and grant for
control of the south and discusses the major political issues that
emerged during reconstruction
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The End of the Second Reconstruction
2020-06-30

this is a comprehensive examination of the use of violence by
conservative southerners in the post civil war south to subvert federal
reconstruction policies overthrow republican state governments restore
democratic power and reestablish white racial hegemony historians have
often stressed the limited and even conservative nature of federal
policy in the reconstruction south however george c rable argues white
southerners saw the intent and the results of that policy as
revolutionary violence therefore became a counterrevolutionary
instrument placing the south in a pattern familiar to students of world
revolution

Johnson, Grant, and the Politics of
Reconstruction
1973

revolutions and reconstructions gathers historians of the early republic
the civil war era and african american and political history to consider
not whether black people participated in the politics of the nineteenth
century but how when and with what lasting effects collectively its
authors insist that historians go beyond questioning how revolutionary
the american revolution was or whether reconstruction failed and focus
instead on how political change initiated by african americans and their
allies constituted the rule in nineteenth century american politics not
occasional and cataclysmic exceptions the essays in this groundbreaking
collection cover the full range of political activity by black
northerners after the revolution from cultural politics to widespread
voting within a political system shaped by the rising power of
slaveholders conceptualizing a new black politics contributors observe
requires reorienting american politics away from black white and north
south polarities and toward a new focus on migration and local or state
structures other essays focus on the middle decades of the nineteenth
century and demonstrate that free black politics not merely the politics
of slavery was a disruptive and consequential force in american
political development from the perspective of the contributors to this
volume formal black politics did not begin in 1865 or with agitation by
abolitionists like frederick douglass in the 1840s but rather in the
revolutionary era s antislavery and citizenship activism as these essays
show revolution emancipation and reconstruction are not separate eras in
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u s history but rather linked and ongoing processes that began in the
1770s and continued through the nineteenth century contributors
christopher james bonner kellie carter jackson andrew diemer laura f
edwards van gosse sarah l h gronningsater m scott heerman dale kretz
padraig riley samantha seeley james m shinn jr david waldstreicher

But There Was No Peace
2007

a new edition of the notorious carpetbagger s personal and political
memoir a memoir of the ambitious life and controversial political career
of louisiana governor henry clay warmoth 1842 1931 war politics and
reconstruction is a firsthand account of the political and social
machinations of civil war america and the war s aftermath in one of the
most volatile states of the defeated confederacy an illinois native
warmoth arrived in louisiana in 1864 as part of the federal occupation
forces upon leaving military service in 1865 he established himself in
private legal practice in new orleans taking full advantage of the
chaotic times warmoth rapidly amassed fortune and influence and soon
emerged as a leader of the state s republican party and in 1868 was
elected governor amid an administration rife with scandal and corruption
the louisiana republican party broke into warring factions warmoth
survived an impeachment attempt in 1872 but a second attempt in 1873
culminated with his removal from office this fall from republican grace
stemmed from his allegiance with white conservatives remnants of the old
guard and staunch opponents of those republicans who sought a wider role
for african americans in louisiana s changing political landscape never
again to hold political office warmoth remained in his adopted louisiana
enjoying the fruits of his investments in plantations and sugar
refineries in 1930 the year before his death he published war politics
and reconstruction a vindication of his public life and a rebuttal of
his reputation as an opportunistic carpetbagger despite warmoth s
obvious self serving biases the volume offers unparalleled depth of
personal insight into the inner workings of reconstruction government in
louisiana in the words of one of its key architects a new introduction
by john c rodrigue places warmoth s memoir within the broader context of
evolving perceptions and historiography of reconstruction rodrigue also
offers readers a more balanced portrait of warmoth by providing
supplemental information omitted or slighted by the author in his
efforts to cast his actions in the most positive light
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Revolutions and Reconstructions
2020-08-28

winner of the 2005 j david greenstone book award from the politics and
history section of the american political science association winner of
the 2005 ralph j bunche award of the american political science
association winner of the 2005 v o key jr award of the southern
political science association the reconstruction era marked a huge
political leap for african americans who rapidly went from the status of
slaves to voters and officeholders yet this hard won progress lasted
only a few decades ultimately a second reconstruction associated with
the civil rights movement and the voting rights act became necessary how
did the first reconstruction fail so utterly setting the stage for the
complete disenfranchisement of southern black voters and why did the
second succeed these are among the questions richard m valelly answers
in this fascinating history the fate of black enfranchisement he argues
has been closely intertwined with the strengths and constraints of our
political institutions valelly shows how effective biracial coalitions
have been the key to success and incisively traces how and why political
parties and the national courts either rewarded or discouraged the
formation of coalitions revamping our understanding of american race
relations the two reconstructions brilliantly explains a puzzle that
lies at the heart of america s development as a political democracy

War, Politics, and Reconstruction
2006

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr
optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits
maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we
feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

Democratic Ideals and Reality
1942

between freedom and progress recovers and analyzes the global imaginings
of reconstruction s partisans those who struggled over and with
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reconstruction as they vied with one another to define the nature of
their country after the civil war the remarkable technological and
commercial transformations of the mid nineteenth century in particular
steam engines telegraphs and an expanded commercial printing capacity
created a constant stream of news description and storytelling from
across and beyond the nation reconstruction s partisans contended with
each other to make sense of this information motivated by intense
political antagonism combined with a shared but contested set of ideas
about freedom and progress as writers lecturers editors travelers moral
reformers racists abolitionists politicians suffragists soldiers and
diplomats reconstruction s partisans made competing claims about their
place in the world understanding how why and when they did so helps
ground our understanding of reconstruction itself a mysterious
transatlantic term in its own intellectual context three factors proved
pivotal to the making of reconstruction s world first from 1865 to the
early 1870s the interconnected issues of how to remake the union and how
to remake the south exerted a powerful hold on federal politics defining
the partisan landscape and inspiring rival arguments about what was
possible and what was good the daunting nature of these issues created a
sense of crisis across the political spectrum with political discourse
ranging in tone from combative to euphoric to apocalyptic second though
domestic in nature these issues were refracted through two broadly held
beliefs that the causes of freedom and progress defined history and that
distinctive peoples with their own characters composed the world s
population these beliefs produced a disposition to think of developments
from across and beyond the united states as essentially relatable to
each other encouraging an intellectual style that favored wide ranging
comparisons third far from being confined to the elite this mode of
thinking and arguing about the world lived and breathed in public texts
that were produced and consumed on a weekly and daily basis this
commercialized and politicized world of mass publishing was highly
unequal in structure and content but it was also impressively vibrant
and popular together these three factors made the world of
reconstruction a global landscape of information argumentation and
imagination that derived much of its vigor from domestic political
battles

The Two Reconstructions
2009-10-02

it may be difficult to imagine that a consequential black electoral
politics evolved in the united states before the civil war for as of
1860 the overwhelming majority of african americans remained in bondage
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yet free black men many of them escaped slaves steadily increased their
influence in electoral politics over the course of the early american
republic despite efforts to disfranchise them black men voted across
much of the north sometimes in numbers sufficient to swing elections in
this meticulously researched book van gosse offers a sweeping
reappraisal of the formative era of american democracy from the
constitution s ratification through abraham lincoln s election
chronicling the rise of an organized visible black politics focused on
the quest for citizenship the vote and power within the free states full
of untold stories and thorough examinations of political battles this
book traces a first reconstruction of black political activism following
emancipation in the north from portland maine and new bedford
massachusetts to brooklyn and cleveland black men operated as voting
blocs denouncing the notion that skin color could define citizenship

Democratic Ideals and Reality; a Study in the
Politics of Reconstruction
2012-08-01

in this prize winning book thomas holt is concerned not only with the
identities of the black politicians who gained power in south carolina
during reconstruction but also with the question of how they functioned
within the political system thus as one reviewer has commented he
penetrates the superficial preoccupations over whether black politicians
were venal or gullible to see whether they wielded power and influence
and if they did how and to what ends and against what obstacles well
crafted and well written it not only broadens our knowledge of the
period but also deepens it something that recent books on reconstruction
have too often failed to do michael perman american historical review a
valuable study of post civil war black leaders in a state where negro
control came closest to realization during reconstruction effectively
merging the techniques of quantitative analysis with those of narrative
history holt shatters a number of myths and misconceptions it should be
on the reading list of all students of reconstruction and nineteenth
century black history william c harris journal of southern history holt
presents his work modestly as a state study of reconstruction politics
but this should not obscure a significant intellectual achievement and a
contribution of fundamental importance demonstrating the value of social
class analysis in understanding the politics of the black community
jonathan m wiener journal of american history
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Between Freedom and Progress
2019-11-04

examines the origins of reconstruction during the civil war explores how
african american and white southerners responded to defeat and the
destruction of slavery and examines the policies of reconstruction
governments and the reasons for their overthrow

War, Politics and Reconstruction, Stormy Days in
Louisiana, by Henry Clay Warmoth
1930

in the summer of 1868 a mere three years after the end of america s most
destructive military struggle the country was at war again this time
however the fight was different pitting congress and president andrew
johnson against one another over which branch of the federal government
should determine how the states of the confederacy should be readmitted
into the union congress s dedication to determining the fate of the
south led its members to choose to impeach the president then place him
on trial for defying congressional authority for many the impeachment
and trial of johnson symbolized the larger power struggle between the
executive and legislative branches of the american government
reconstruction life after the civil war examines one of the most
controversial eras in u s history when the nation sought to reestablish
itself in the aftermath of the civil war overcome regional politics and
redefine the political social and economic realities of the nation s
four million blacks

The First Reconstruction
2022-08

excerpt from the politics of iowa during the civil war and
reconstruction this work is intended to be a contribution to the history
of politics in iowa during the period from 1860 to 1873 and more
especially through the state as a unit to throw light upon the national
situation it aims to show the attitude of the state toward the national
issues and the part played therein it traces the changes in political
opinion and the attendant party reorganizations thus is followed the
solidar ity of the republican party the shifting policy of the democracy
the question of a union party with the attendant third party fusion
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schemes to the cul mination of the reconstruction issues in the liberal
movement since the particular field is unworked it has seemed best to
follow in the main the chrono logical method of treatment the study is
the outgrowth of investigation into the politics of the northern states
during the period of the civil war and reconstruction being carried on
by professor william a dunning of columbia uni versity in the
preparation of this work the author is indebted to professor dunning not
only for his inspiration in its writing but for his careful reading and
revision of the manuscript special mention is due mr fred k deming
sometime student of the writer for his aid rendered in the gathering of
data the writer himself is responsible for the many short comings of the
work about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

Black Over White
1979

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
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Political Reconstruction
1946

scholars of reconstruction have generally described republican party
factional conflicts in racial terms as if the radical agenda evoked
unified black support as michael w fitzgerald shows in the first major
study of black popular politics in the urban south in the years
surrounding the civil war that depiction oversimplifies a contentious
and often overlooked intraracial dynamic republican political power he
argues heightened divisions within the african american community
divisions that were ultimately a major factor in the failure of
reconstruction focusing on mobile the confederacy s fourth largest city
fitzgerald traces how the rivalry between longtime black residents and
destitute freedmen fleeing the countryside yielded a startlingly
antagonistic political scene he demonstrates that the republican
factionalism that helped doom reconstruction went beyond competing
cliques of white officeholders boldly challenging reigning theories
about the nature of post civil war politics urban emancipation will
spark historical debate for years to come

America's Reconstruction
1995

remembered as the great war governor who led the state of indiana during
the civil war oliver p morton has always been a controversial figure his
supporters praised him as a statesman who helped abraham lincoln save
the union while his critics blasted him as a ruthless tyrant who abused
the power of his office many of his contemporaries and some historians
saw him as a partisan politician and an opportunist who shifted his
positions to maintain power later generations treated governor morton as
either a hero or a villain and generally forgot about his postwar career
as a radical republican leader in the u s senate in this first full
biography of morton to be published in over a century a james fuller
offers a groundbreaking new interpretation of indiana s most significant
political leader in the nineteenth century overturning traditional views
fuller argues that morton s nationalist ideology motivated him
throughout his career and that the hoosier leader held consistently to
the ideas of freedom union power and party those core principles drove
morton s politics and actions including his support for indiana soldiers
his fight against the democrats in the state legislature and his twenty
two months of one man rule a period in which his opponents accused him
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of being a virtual dictator his principles also framed his struggle
against the disloyal copperheads who tried to assassinate him and whose
leaders he helped bring to justice in the indianapolis treason trials
fuller also restores the historical significance of morton s long
neglected career as a reconstruction senator seeing reconstruction as a
continuation of the civil war morton became a leading radical republican
who championed racial equality he continually waved the bloody shirt
reminding voters that the democrats had caused the rebellion morton
supported the civil rights of african americans and fought against the
democrats and the ku klux klan he enjoyed widespread support for the
presidency in 1876 but when his bid for the republican nomination came
up short he helped decide the disputed election for rutherford b hayes
when morton died in 1877 reconstruction died with him symbolically
marking the end of an era in the decades after his death hoosiers built
monuments to morton remembering him in ways that reflected their own
times keeping his controversial legacy alive in historical memory

Reconstruction
2009

presents an overview of the civil war including its underlying causes
decisive battles famous personalities and reconstruction

The Politics of Iowa During the Civil War and
Reconstruction
1911

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
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process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Democratic Ideals and Reality
1947

americans ideas about constitutional liberty played a crucial role in
the history of reconstruction they provided the basis for the republican
program of equal rights ironically they also set the limits to that
program and reduced the prospects for its success americans were as
concerned with preserving the constitution as they were with changing it
to protect liberty and equal rights these two commitments were in
profound tension the question was how one could change the
constitutional system to fulfill the promise of the declaration of
independence to entrench a republic dedicated to liberty instead of
slavery and yet preserve the essentials of federalism and local
democracy almost 150 years later we still struggle with these problems
michael les benedict from the introduction historians and legal scholars
continue to confront the failure of reconstruction exploring the
interaction of pervasive racism with widespread commitments to freedom
and equality in this important book one of america s leading historians
confronts the constitutional politics of the period from the end of the
civil war until 1877 benedict updates ten of his classic essays that
explore the way republicans tried to replace the slaveholding republic
with a nation dedicated to freedom and equality of basic legal and
political rights and how americans constitutional commitments and those
of republicans themselves limited reform expertly bridging legal
political party history the essays explore the fate of the thirteenth
fourteenth and fifteenth amendments as well as the struggle between
president and congress over the course of reconstruction brought
together for the first time with a new introduction and revised to
reflect emerging scholarship the essays are essential points of
departure for students and scholars in history law and political science

The Politics of Iowa During the Civil War and
Reconstruction (Classic Reprint)
2016-09-02

in the election of 1872 the conflict between president u s grant and
horace greeley has been typically understood as a battle for the soul of
the ruling republican party in this innovative study andrew slap argues
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forcefully that the campaign was more than a narrow struggle between
party elites and a class based radical reform movement the election he
demonstrates had broad consequences in their opposition to widespread
federal corruption greeley republicans unintentionally doomed
reconstruction of any kind even as they lost the election based on close
readings of newspapers party documents and other primary sources slap
confronts one of the major questions in american political history how
and why did reconstruction come to an end his focus on the unintended
consequences of liberal republican politics is a provocative
contribution to this important debate

Democratic Ideals and Reality; A Study in the
Politics of Reconstruction - Scholar's Choice
Edition
2015-02-12

excerpt from parliament and reconstruction a plea and a plan since the
following pages were written we have seen glasgow and belfast held by
armed forces as though they were bridge heads on the rhine the affairs
of london have been more dislocated than by any series of the air raids
north and south east and west there are ominous mutterings and rumblings
a reaction from the strain of the war one sapient public adviser assures
us is the cause another equally intelligent tells us it is all the work
of a comparatively few paid agitators one has to believe that the
readers of the daily press accept such explanations and one has to
believe this and sad and disheartened wonder how the scales can be
removed from eyes so blind the stoppers from ears so deaf have not the
signs been made manifest for long years past was the message of the slum
undecipherable had the police court the asylum the workhouse no voice
could the ever growing acceptance not confined to manual labour of state
theories subversive of our present order convey no lesson had those
responsible for the management and control of our industrial system made
a generous response and more important a willing and sympathetic
response to the demand of labour for a fairer share it would almost
appear that those upon whom these questions make no imperative demand
for answers answers open and honest and after self interrogation are
ignorant that rights of property arc social products they are not
established by natural law questioned by those upon whom the
corresponding duties fall they are to be vindicated only by their
justice about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
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uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

Politics, Principle, and Prejudice, 1865-1866
1972

the author taking as his theme a j s mill statement that their lot was
cast in the 10 years of inevitable reaction analyzes political
developments after the reform act of 1832 as they affected the monarchy
the house of lords the established church and the two major political
parties

Urban Emancipation
2002-09-01

sri lanka s conflict and peace processes have gained global attention
during recent years this book presents a comprehensive insight into the
politics of reconstruction and development in sri lanka focussing on the
ceasefire which was negotiated between the government of sri lanka and
the separatist liberation tigers of tamil eelam in 2002 and which lasted
until 2006 based on extensive empirical fieldwork the book provides a
unique ethnographic account of this specific historical period of peace
it explains how development was shaped by interplay and cooperation but
also by the disparities and conflicts between a variety of local and
intervening actors including local organizations and civil society ltte
government of sri lanka international development cooperation and the
tamil diaspora starting from an interdisciplinary viewpoint the author
integrates findings from development sociology with new perspectives on
transnationalization and the migration development nexus this provides a
fine grained analysis of the emerging development visions and
perspectives in relation to transnationalization and global
interconnectedness making an innovative contribution by linking the
analysis of local reconstruction with contemporary phenomena of
transnationalization diasporization and globalization this book will
appeal to those with an interest in sociology social anthropology and
political science
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Oliver P. Morton and the Politics of the Civil
War and Reconstruction
2017

The American Civil War and Reconstruction
2009-12-20

Democratic Ideals and Reality
2015-02-19

New Jersey Politics During the Period of the
Civil War and Reconstruction
1924

Political Reconstruction in Tennessee
1968

Preserving the Constitution
2006

The Doom of Reconstruction
2006

... Reconstruction, Political and Economic,
1865-1877
1907
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Parliament and Reconstruction
2015-06-28

Documentary History of Reconstruction
1960

Reaction and Reconstruction in English Politics,
1832 to 1852
1981

Recommendations for Political and Reconstruction
in the Turkish Empire
1918

The Politics of Reconstruction and Development
in Sri Lanka
2017-10-26

Documentary History of Reconstruction
1966

Reconstruction, Political and Economic,
1865-1877
1907
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Politics, Principle, and Prejudice, 1865-1866
1969
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